
How To Read Your Web Tracker Report
Learn how to use Freshpaint's Web Tracker Manager to monitor and manage risky web 
trackers on your website. This will help you maintain HIPAA compliance and ensure 
your healthcare website protects patient information.

Get Your Report

Third-party web trackers are at the heart of HHS’s guidance about online tracking technologies. 
Web trackers, like the Google Analytics tracker, are installed on many healthcare websites and 
automatically collect protected health information (PHI) from your website visitors. 



Unfortunately, there is no easy way to find and remove these trackers. As Baptist Health’s Lauren 
Anderson says, “People don't realize it's not just a button that you can turn off to get these trackers 
off your site.”


That’s why Freshpaint built Web Tracker Manager. It helps you monitor and manage third-party 
trackers installed on your website so you can quickly make decisions that keep you 

HIPAA-compliant.
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How It Works

Web Tracker Manager scans your entire website, starting from the home page and following links 
to explore from there. It explores all pages on your website, including subdomains, but excluding 
patient portals. For example, Web Tracker Manager will follow a link from example.com to 
my.example.com.



When Web Tracker Manager visits a page on your website, it waits for the third-party web trackers 
to load. Once loaded, it logs all web trackers and assigns a risk level based on if the tool collects 
PHI.


Freshpaint automatically sends its customers a report every week that lists any new web trackers 
added to their website during that week.

https://www.freshpaint.io/?utm_medium=other_campaigns&utm_source=content&utm_campaign=track_sip_secure&utm_content=how_to_read_your_web_tracker_report


How To Read Your Web Tracker Manager Report
Your report comes in a spreadsheet with several tabs and columns.



The first tab you’ll see is the overview tab. This tab shows the total number of web trackers on 
your site, arranged from highest to lowest risk.

Freshpaint bases the risk level on its database of web trackers known to collect PHI from website 
visitors. , for example, is rated as high-risk because, in its basic configuration, the 
tool is known to collect PHI from website visitors.



Moving left to right on the Overview tab, you’ll see columns labeled First Detected and Last 
Detected. These columns will help you understand when a tracker was identified and whether it is 
still a risk on your website. If you think you removed the Google Analytics tracker from your 
website, but it’s still showing a last detected date of today, you’ll have the confidence to know the 
risk is not resolved and the tracker is still on your website.

Google Analytics

The Category column gives you direction on who in your organization you might ask for help 
finding the tracker. Look at the New Relic tracker as one example. It’s a medium-risk tracker. If 
your organization has signed a  (BAA) with New Relic, it’s low risk. 
But if you’re unsure, you can use the category column to see that it’s a developer tool – meaning 
it’s most likely installed by someone on your IT or development team. From there, you can contact 
your IT, or development department, to find out if a BAA has been signed.

Business Associate Agreement
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The next two columns, Name and Example Domain will help you identify the tracker. Name is the 
common name used for each tracker, while Example Domain is the actual domain used in the 
tracker snippet that is installed on your website. Some trackers, like Facebook, might have 
multiple domains used for tracking. Web Tracker Manager will catch all of those.



The last column on this spreadsheet is Description. This description of each tracker comes from 
Freshpaint’s Web Tracker Manager database to help users understand what kind of data each 
tracker collects.

Moving on to the other tabs on the spreadsheet, you’ll notice tabs labeled with the names of web 
trackers.

Each of these tabs contains a list of all the pages each tracker is installed on. These tabs will help 
you ensure that all risky trackers have been removed from all pages on your website. 



If you click into any of these tabs, you’ll see three columns: Page Title, Page URL, Tracker URL. 
Page Title exaplsin the page on your website where the tracker was found. The Page URL column 
gives you the URL of the page on your website where the tracker was found. Finally, the Tracker 
URL column will help you find that tracker in the source code of each individual page on your 
website where the tracker was found.
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Together, these tabs on your Web Tracker Manager spreadsheet will help you identify and remove 
risky trackers from your website.

What To Do After Finding Risky Trackers
Once Web Tracker Manager identifies risky trackers, you have three action options:

 Put a  (BAA) in place with the risky web tracker. BAAs are 
legal documents that outline how the tracker will securely handle and protect PHI in 
compliance with privacy laws. Work with your legal and compliance team to get this in place

 If you cannot get a BAA, which is often the case with analytics and ad platforms, use 
 to replace risky trackers. This way, you control data flow and 

stop PHI from reaching them

 If you cannot get a BAA and cannot govern the flow of PHI, work with IT and any other 
relevant partners to remove the tracker from your website.

Business Associate Agreement

an HHS-
approved tool like Freshpaint

Managing third-party web trackers on healthcare websites is critical to maintaining HIPAA 
compliance and protecting patient information. Freshpaint's Web Tracker Manager offers a 
proactive solution by identifying and assessing the risk of web trackers.

Book a demo of Freshpaint’s Healthcare Privacy Platform, which includes Web Tracker Manager, by 
clicking here.
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